Libra recording solutions for
Critical Communications
When communications are mission
critical and reliability is key, the ability to
record these is more important than
ever. Leverage the benefits of rapid
response and incident reconstruction
with the DataVoice recording solution for
voice, Short Data Service (SDS) and
status messages on your Radio network.
The DataVoice Critical Communications
solution is ideal for police, fire and
emergency services, as well as public
safety, railways, utility providers, defence
services and other users of the Motorola
solutions. It facilitates the reliable
recording of Radio audio, SDS traffic and
status events to monitor and reconstruct
incidents, support accurate auditing of
communications, including telemetry
and a visual representation of location
information (LIP messages sent via SDS)
on a map with detailed device
information and a comprehensive
timeline.

web: www.datavoice.co.za.
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Powerful, scalable interaction
recording solutions built with Critical
Communications deployments in
mind.

Key features and benefits
Seamless recording
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Libra seamlessly connects and captures a
variety of media types, including voice, SDS,
location (LIP), events and status messages for
Motorola Radio solutions.

Fully redundant architecture
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Support for a variety of redundancy & high
availability options. VM deployments are also
supported to reduce hardware footprint.

Centralised management
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Nexus provides a centralised monitoring,
management, storage and review platform
for large and/or geographically dispersed
solutions.
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Shared infrastructure solutions, now have a
powerful and secure WebAdmin portal for
each agency to quickly, and easily manage
their own user access.
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Complementary solutions for screen
recording, quality management, RUI/RUA
annotation, and can be integrated with
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) software.

Multi-tenancy

Integrated solutions

email: info@datavoice.co.za
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tel: +27 (0) 11 266 1500

address: Cnr Alexandra Ave & 2nd Street, Halfway House, Johannesburg, 1685

Secure
Securely manages the storage of recordings,
including tamper-proofing; and access
privileges per authorised user, with support for
End-to-End Encryption.
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Efficient scalability
Efficient scalability allows for the systems to be
scaled with ease, while limiting the high
hardware footprint and overhead. A single
Libra recorder can connect unto 4x AISs.
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Live Monitoring
Reviewers can in near real-time listen to
conversations, review SDSs, events, statuses,
emergencies and location, all through a
single interface.
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Cloud storage
Connects and stores directly to Azure and
AWS cloud storage environments for truly
scalable storage to cater for any retention
period.
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Scenario recreation
NVisage is used for scenario recreation,
providing playback of incidents in a
sequential timeline for multiple interactions in
a single view.
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